5N Plus Inc.
Code of Ethics
Adopted by the Board of Directors on April 7, 2009
Updated on August 6, 2019

Dear Colleague:
5N Plus is proud to be the leading producer of specialty metal and chemical products
deploying a range of proprietary and proven technologies to produce products which are
used in a number of advanced pharmaceutical, electronic and industrial applications, and
of its reputation for honesty and integrity. In order to uphold this reputation, the 5N Plus
Board of Directors has adopted this Code of Ethics, which is applicable to all 5N Plus
employees, officers, directors, agents, consultants, suppliers and partners and shall be
strictly respected.
5N Plus is convinced that its sustainability is closely linked to its corporate values, which
are an integral part of daily activities and form the backbone of the Company’s culture.
As a corporation, 5N Plus encourages all its employees to conduct themselves in
accordance with the fundamental values that inform its business practices. The Code of
Ethics does not replace obligations under the law, and cannot answer every question;
rather, it is intended to set out the general principles of acceptable conduct in our
relations with other employees, clients, suppliers, investors, and the communities in
which we carry on our activities.
We invite all our employees to read the Code of Ethics carefully; in case of doubt, we
encourage them to speak with their supervisor or an appropriate resource person.
Very truly yours,

Arjang (AJ) Roshan
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Introduction
Compliance with Laws, Rules and Regulations
The employees and officers (collectively as "the employees") of 5N Plus and its
subsidiaries (collectively, the “Company”) are responsible for complying with the laws
and regulations governing the activities of the Company, for acting with honesty at all
times, and for adopting the highest standards of ethics and business conduct.
Any failure by an employee to respect the Code of Ethics (the “Code”) may result in
disciplinary action and sanctions up to and including dismissal. As well, certain failures
to respect the Code may result in legal action.
The Code also applies to directors, agents, consultants, suppliers and partners of the
Company. The Company expects the third parties which whom it interacts to adopt
implement practices that are consistent with the Code and may terminate any business
relationship with a third party acting in a way that is inconsistent with its values and
practices. For simplicity purposes, the Code only refers to "employees".
The Company may amend or repeal the Code at any time, with or without prior notice.

Application and Interpretation
The Code shall be read in conjunction with the Policy and Procedures on Information
Disclosure and the Whistleblower Policy. Employees shall comply with the agreements
they have signed, in particular the Confidentiality Agreement.
When faced with a difficult choice, ask yourself the following questions:





Is it legal?
Is it fair and honest?
How would my family, friends and neighbours react if they knew about it?
Would I like to see it in the newspapers?

If the answer to any one of these questions is "No", do not do it.
In case of doubt about the applicability or scope of any of the provisions set out in
the Code, or to obtain clarification, do not hesitate to contact:





your supervisor
the human resources advisor
the Director, Governance
the Director, Internal Audit.
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Posting on 5N Plus’ Web Site and Access to Policies
The Code, the Policy and Procedures on Information Disclosure, and the Whistleblower
Policy are available on the 5N Plus Web site at www.5nplus.com and on the 5N Plus
network. Other policies referred to in the Code are available on the 5N Plus network.

Roles and Responsibilities
New employees shall sign a certification that they have read and clearly understood
the Code. All employees shall review the Code at least once per year and confirm that
they have done so by signing the Certification of Annual Review of the Code of Ethics.
Members of the 5N Plus Board of Directors shall certify each year that they have read
understood and applied the content of the Code.
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5N Plus Values
Clients: Our priority is to meet and even exceed clients’ expectations by offering them
services and products adapted to their needs. To this end, we demonstrate openness in
proposing solutions that will allow us to establish lasting relations of trust.
Commitment: Making our vision a reality is possible only with the commitment and
collective effort of our employees. We therefore aim to develop a stimulating work
environment in which teamwork and solidarity are valued.
Continuous Improvement: We promote excellence in all our activities. Our goal is to be
the best in what we do, and we maintain the highest quality standards. As a result, we
continually seek to improve our skills as well as the quality of our products and services.
Health and Safety: We aim to carry on all our activities safely at all times. We act
responsibly in order to minimize risks to our employees’ health and safety by promoting
prevention activities and continually improving our health and safety performance.
Integrity: We apply a high single standard of integrity that involves keeping our word,
complying with the law, not making promises we cannot keep, and treating each person
with whom we do business with respect and dignity.
Sustainable Development: We encourage all individual and corporate initiatives for
preserving the environment. Where corporate initiatives are concerned, we are firmly
committed to promoting, both internally and with our clients and suppliers, the
recycling of products and industrial waste. We set objectives for ourselves in order to
reduce the environmental footprint of our operations.

Values are presented in alphabetical order, not in order of importance; all 5N Plus values have equal
importance.
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Confidential Information
Employees shall take steps in order to protect confidential information belonging to
5N Plus or obtained in confidence from a third party and covered by a non‐disclosure
agreement. The definition of confidential information includes, but is not limited to, all
trade secrets, inventions, discoveries, know‐how, data, drawings, methods, processes,
software, diagrams, technical and professional knowledge, reports, suppliers, clients,
financial information, prices, evaluations, business objectives, plans, business
opportunities, market studies and personal employee information. Whether or not
information is identified as being confidential or exclusive does not affect its status as
confidential information.
Confidential information may be disclosed to others, if 5N Plus authorizes the disclosure
by signing the Consultant Confidentiality Agreement or if the disclosure is a legal
requirement, provided that prior notice is given to 5N Plus of the disclosure required by
law. The obligation to protect confidential information is ongoing, and does not end
with termination of employment. Employees shall comply with the terms and conditions
set out in the Confidentiality Agreement entered into on hiring and available on the
5N Plus network.

Insider Trading
Under Quebec’s Securities Act, no employee who has privileged information regarding
the Company may purchase or sell shares in 5N Plus, or exercise the employee’s options
to purchase shares in 5N Plus. No employee who has important privileged information
may communicate it to third parties who may use it to purchase or sell securities of
5N Plus. 5N Plus insiders include its officers and directors and persons who exercise
control over more than 10% of its shares. As well, the Policy on Stock Market
Transactions applies to certain other 5N Plus employees.
"Privileged information" is defined in Quebec’s Securities Act as any information that
has not been disclosed to the public and that could affect the decision of a reasonable
investor to purchase or sell shares. As well, an insider may not communicate privileged
information unless the information is known to the public or is to be communicated in
the course of business.
Any person who has important privileged information is deemed to be an insider. An
insider who performs a transaction in violation of the provisions set out above may be
subject to legal action and a substantial fine.
It is recommended that the Policy on Stock Market Transactions be consulted. Please
note that spouses and dependent children are also subject to the restrictions set out
above.
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Quality of Disclosures
All employees who take part in the process of disclosure of information belonging to the
Company shall become familiar with, and shall respect, the Policy and Procedures on
Information Disclosure and the internal control measures regarding financial reports.
They shall also ensure that the Company’s public communications and regulatory filings
comply with all legislation and regulations governing securities and constitute
information disclosure that is complete, proper, accurate, timely and understandable to
the public.

Media Relations
The Company considers media relations an essential component of its investor relations
program. Only designated representatives are authorized to have relations with the
media. All persons who have relations with the media shall always conduct themselves
with transparency and shall avoid unauthorized disclosure of exclusive or non‐public
information. It is recommended that the Policy and Procedures on Information
Disclosure be consulted.

Privacy
The Company respects the privacy of all its employees and business partners.
Employees who handle the personal data of others must:
-

Act in accordance with applicable law;
Act in accordance with any relevant contractual obligations;
Collect, use and process such information only for legitimate business purposes;
Limit access to the information to those who have a legitimate business purpose
for seeing the information.

It is recommended that the Workplace Privacy Policy available on 5N Plus’ intranet be
consulted.
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Employees
Human Rights in the Workplace
5N Plus is committed to respecting human rights and endorses equal opportunity in
employment. The Company does not tolerate discrimination on the ground of race,
gender, ethnic origin, religious belief, sexual orientation or any other characteristic
protected by law.

Harassment in the Workplace
The Company has consistently expressed its determination not to tolerate any form of
harassment and to provide everyone with a workplace that is respectful, safe, and free
of all forms of violence as well as verbal, physical, psychological and sexual threats.
Employees shall conduct themselves with respect and dignity toward each other. It is
recommended that the Harassment‐Free Workplace Policy, available on the 5N Plus
network, be consulted.

Health and Safety
Employee health and safety is a constant concern, the purposes of which are to reduce
risks and to provide a healthy, safe work environment. Observing safety rules is a top
priority. 5N Plus endeavours to create safe workplaces, in particular by identifying and
eliminating actual and potential risks on an ongoing basis, following required
procedures, and providing appropriate training. It is recommended that the health and
safety policies and statements as well as any emergency measures plan, available on the
5N Plus network, be consulted.

Alcohol and Drugs
A healthy, safe work environment is predicated on employees’ never being indisposed
by the use of illicit and illegal drugs or alcohol. Consequently, the use, sale, possession,
manufacture, distribution and transportation of illicit drugs are prohibited on 5N Plus
premises and during official travel.
The use of alcohol in the workplace is prohibited unless a specific special event
authorization is issued by the Chief Executive Officer. Employees who are impaired shall
not report to work. Individual employees are deemed to be impaired when the use of
alcoholic beverages prevents them or may prevent them from performing their work
adequately and safely. It is recommended that the Policy on the use of alcohol, drugs
and medication at work, available on 5N Plus’ network, be consulted.
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General Business Practices
Internal Controls and Accounting Policies
The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining appropriate control systems,
procedures and information systems, thereby ensuring that the information it discloses
is reliable and complete. The Company applies financial information disclosure rules and
takes the necessary actions to comply with new accounting standards when they come
into force. The Company also applies the standards set by the capital markets regulatory
authorities.
Employees shall adhere to internal control measures and accounting policies. All
transactions shall be authorized and performed in accordance with the policies of
5N Plus and shall be recorded in detail, accurately, and on time. The Company’s
documents are subject to external audits.

Actual or Apparent Conflicts of Interest
There is conflict of interest when an employee’s personal interests are given favourable
treatment at the expense of the Company’s interests. All employees of the Company
shall avoid placing themselves in a position that could call into question their judgement
or objectivity or could adversely affect the performance of their usual duties. Employees
shall work in the Company’s best interests without being motivated by personal
interests or advantages. There is apparent conflict of interest when an observer could
reasonably believe that a director, officer or employee is in conflict of interest. The
following situations are some examples of actual or apparent conflicts of interest:
 Engaging in external employment which prevents the competent, diligent and
punctual fulfillment of employment obligations owed to 5N Plus;
 Performing services for, or having a significant financial interest in, a competitor,
supplier, customer or partner of 5N Plus;
 Accepting a directorship for a third party organization without first disclosing to
and obtaining consent of a supervisor or, as the case may be, the Board of
Directors.
Any individual employees who believe they are in a situation of actual or apparent
conflict of interest shall advise their supervisor of the situation.
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Political Activities and Lobbying
Employees may not make political donations on behalf of the Company.
Employees may however participate in political activities or make personal donations to
political parties on their own behalf, as long as they do not act on behalf of the
Company or they are not perceived as acting on behalf of the Company. Any such
political activities must be undertaken exclusively during the employees' personal time
and never during work hours.
Employees who deal with members of the government or the legislature are responsible
for knowing and complying with all applicable laws, including those pertaining to
lobbying activities.

Protection against Bribery and Corruption
The Company is committed to conducting business with integrity and to complying with
all applicable laws enacted to combat corruption and bribery in all its forms, including
the Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act of Canada (and its amendments). Under
these laws, it is a serious criminal offense to participate, directly or indirectly, in any
activity intended to influence anyone, including any governmental official, to act, or not
act, in a way that would be in violation of their lawful duty, or to secure any improper
advantage.
Employees must comply which such laws and shall not, directly or through
intermediaries, offer, grant, promise or authorize the giving of value to anyone to
influence action in return for a preferential treatment or to obtain an improper
advantage.

Gifts and Entertainment
Employees shall directly or indirectly offer, solicit or accept gifts or entertainment only if
the gift or entertainment meets current standards of hospitality and is not an attempt to
influence actions and decisions regarding the Company’s affairs. Employees shall refrain
from offering or accepting any gift or entertainment that could be perceived as an
attempt to influence their professional impartiality or to place them in a position of
indebtedness.
Employees and members of their immediate families shall not directly or indirectly
accept services, fees, payments, loans, trips, vacations, or amounts of money from
suppliers of goods or services, regardless of amount.
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Employees are not prohibited from accepting invitations to receptions, business dinners,
lunches or sports events, on condition that these activities remain within the reasonable
limits of professional activities and do not call employees’ objectivity into question.
If refusing a gift is perceived as being offensive, it is better to accept the gift on behalf of
the Company; the gift shall be passed on to employees by means of a draw. All gifts and
entertainment shall comply with the law and shall not harm the Company’s reputation.
The Code continues to apply during traditional times of gift exchange. Therefore, it may
be appropriate to solicit or accept gifts of reasonable value on behalf of 5N Plus; the
gifts shall be passed on to employees by means of a draw at special events.
In order to avoid any conflict of interest, employees shall always inform their supervisor
when they extend or receive an invitation. It is recommended that the Policy on
Business Gifts and Entertainment, available on the 5N Plus network, be consulted.

Antitrust and Fair Competition
Employees must carry out the Company’s business activities in compliance with
applicable antitrust and competition laws. In particular, employees shall not engage in
the following anti‐competitive behaviors and practices:
 price‐fixing or price control;
 monopolistic behavior in restraint of trade or competition; and
 market or customer segmentation in collusion with the Company's competitors.

Quality and Environment
The Company actively promotes initiatives for responsibly managing resources,
recycling, and reducing its energy consumption. In addition to its client‐directed
recycling programs, 5N Plus has introduced practices aimed at reducing waste
production as well as water and energy consumption. The Company also encourages the
recycling of domestic waste at the workplace and the use of bicycles as a means of
transportation.
It is recommended that all quality and environment policies, available on the 5N Plus
network, be consulted.

Clients
Client satisfaction is a priority of 5N Plus. Employees shall act with integrity, diligence
and competence in their customer interactions. Confidential information is protected
and limited to employees who need to know it as part of the performance of their
duties.
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Company Property
Intellectual Property
Intellectual property is one of the Company’s most valuable assets; employees shall
protect it. Intellectual property is considered to be confidential information, already
dealt with in the "Confidential Information" section of the Code. Employees shall
acknowledge that any right, title or interest in patents or copyrights resulting from any
work performed in the course of their employment with the Company, alone or in
co‐operation, is and remains the property of 5N Plus.

Protection and Use of Assets
Company assets including information technology (IT) tools made available to
employees shall be used solely in the performance of their duties. Employees are
expected to take good care of the Company assets and must not make improper or
unlawful use of such assets. Personal use of Company assets requires approval from the
individual employee’s immediate superior.
Employees shall not send or receive messages or other communications, files or
programs containing offensive or harassing statements, in particular messages or
images of a sexual nature or comments based on race, gender, ethnic origin, religious
belief, sexual orientation or any other characteristic protected by law. Sending chain
email messages is prohibited.
Limited, occasional personal use of 5N Plus equipment and IT tools is tolerated by
Company management. Any use that is improper or does not respect 5N Plus policy may
result in disciplinary action determined in accordance with the seriousness of the
misconduct.
It is recommended that the "IT System Access and Acceptable Use Policy" on 5N Plus’ intranet
be consulted.
Theft of Company assets, whether physical theft such as unauthorized appropriation of
goods, equipment or information belonging to the Company, or misappropriation of
funds or transmission of intentionally falsified reports of hours worked or expenditures,
may lead to sanctions up to and including dismissal as well as legal action.
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Reporting and Responsibility
The Company is committed to applying the highest possible standards of professional
ethics, morality and conduct. Employees who become aware of a possible violation of
the Code, or of a violation to the law by the Company or any of its employees, have an
important duty to report it. To this end and in order to ensure transparent
communications, the Company has adopted the Whistleblower Policy, a tool made
available to employees in order to allow them to express their concerns with the
assurance that they will be protected against reprisals or victimization for reporting in
good faith.
Employees shall report violations of the Code to the following persons:






their supervisor
the human resources advisor
the Director, Governance
the Director, Internal Audit
or in accordance with the Whistleblower Policy.

Waivers
Any waiver of this Code granted to any employees of the Company shall be approved by
the Board of Directors and shall be communicated as soon as possible as required by
law.
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4385, Garand
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